Trade fairs in May
22. February 2018 // Messen & Veranstaltungen
Spring continues in this exciting vein after the Altenpflege trade fair: Stiegelmeyer and Burmeier will take part
in three major trade fairs in May. Information about our new products is combined with worthwhile travel
destinations.
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Spring continues in this exciting vein after the Altenpflege trade fair: Stiegelmeyer and Burmeier will
take part in three major trade fairs in May. Information about our new products is combined with
worthwhile travel destinations.
The Pflege Plus trade fair draws visitors to Stuttgart from 15 to 17 May. For Southern Germany, this is the
central trade fair for care for the elderly, rehabilitation and therapy, furnishing and care
management.Stiegelmeyer will be there with an attractive selection of care beds and furniture. The fair will
be accompanied by a three-day congress on nursing care and vocational training.
www.messe-stuttgart.de/pflege
Hall 4, Stand A 16
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At the same time, from 15 to 18 May, the OTWorld trade fair will take place in Leipzig. More than 20,000
visitors are expected there, seeking information on home care and specialist medical suppliers. Burmeier is
the best possible contact here, with its innovative, homelike care beds.
The Dali-Wash and the machine washable version of the Lippe IV bed insert are the main attractions. With
these models, which can be cleaned automatically in washing systems, Burmeier opens up a new chapter in
optimum hygiene for care in the home.
www.ot-world.com
Hall 3, Stand F 16
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Africa Health in Johannesburg is the continent’s largest health fair. Our South African subsidiary will be
there from 29 to 31 May with a selection of modern hospital and care beds. In the large halls of the Gallagher
Convention Centre, more than 500 suppliers will be able to meet important decision-makers from the
southern hemisphere.

www.africahealthexhibition.com
Hall 3, Stand 3E 20
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https://www.stiegelmeyer-forum.com/en/trade-fairs-events/trade-fairs-in-may.html
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